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Abstract: Body shape and electrode

position
measurements are routine but important concenns in
electroimpedance tomography. We report about the
possible solution based on mechanical and capacitive

sensors (probes). A generator was developed with
commutated feedback to compensate for parasitic
capacitances 67o accuracy is achieved for distances up
to 12 cm between the reference ring and capacitance
plates on the measuring belt.

R"abeing radius of a reference ring. AR(0) is measured as
a distance benveen the reference ring and the object.
The data are measured for discrete values of 0: from 4
trn e" , where n is the total number of probes. As a result,
polygonal description is got. Analytically, the cross-section
profile can be approximated by the expression:

R(0: os* al sind+ a2cfrs20* azsin3d * aac,o*0,

(2)

46: (R' + Rr)12, R"and ^R, being radii in orthogonal
directions, coresponding to x and y axes. As an example,
the values of a6 , or , a2 , ct3 , o4 for a real patient (cross12.5;
section 2 cm below nipples) are (in cm): ao
a1:0.367, oz:2.174; ot: O.l5l; aq= - A.761.
where

INTRODUCTION
To image the absolute conductivity distribution, i. e., to
solve the full reconstruction prölem of electroimpedance
tomography, information must be acquired about the body
shape and electrode positioning along the object surface
[l|. In polar coordinates, the function R(@ must be found
(fig. l). Often, the solution is sought proceeding on the
assumption that R(0)is constant [2]. It leads to many other
complexities in soMng the reconstruction problem.

:

TECHMQI.JES AND INSTRI.]MENTATION

We investigated two techniques for measuring AR@.
The first one is based on lenglh measurement of the
moving contact probe. A set of probes embraces the
investigated body, contacting its surface. To provide a
constant force, rather than a force proportional to
displacement" we use weight" not the springs. It results in
equal force in all the probes independently on the distance
of contacts from the reference ring. Guide rollers provide
smooth along-axis movement of the probe. Distance AR@

is

measured

by use of coordinate ftansducer of linear

resistor type.

Using the weight was the reason for designing
tomognph installation with vertical positioning of the
patient. The reference ring can be movd up and down to
adjust for necessary position relative to the patient. Hip and

chin rests help the patient to be still during the cycle of
measurement.

Another investigated technique uses capacitance
it is adequate for displacement
determination" when only capacitance variations are of
measurements. Usually,

significance. To m@sure absolute value, several influences
must be compensated.

We studied the circuit, where capacitance to

Fig. l.

Measuring the body shape and prÖe position in
polar coordinates (R, e) due to meazuring the distance lR
between the reference ring and the belt.

be

measured C, is zupplemented with an additional element
designated in fig. 2 as p. C1 and C2 are parasitic

For sour@ of current
C, canbe determined as:

capacitances.
capacitance

h,

equivalent

METHOD
We shall derive R(0) from measurements of

R(A):R,a -AR(g),

(Cr +C,

fr(0:

)(Cr+C.)-Ci

Cr+C*(l+B)

(3)

(1)
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To increase the accuracy, additional element is
involved controlling the frequency of switching the
feedback sign. This frequency is .Ai times lower than the
generator frequencry both for Tp and T, . Thus, their
difference is multiplied,Ä/times leading to higher accuracy,
or lower clock frequency.
RESULTS

Fig.2. Equivalent circuit of the element of an arrangement
containing the belt and the reference ring with an
additional circuit having a commutåted feedback
coefficient p.

Let us investigate the case of f
gtven the values k: * I and k - -

: kq, where t can be
I due to changing the

sign of the feedback. L€t the capacitance C, be time
determining in the generator with an oscillation periods Zo
and Z" for k: * I and k - - I correspondingly (i. e., for

positive and negative feedback). Then

3+=*
Tn-To C,

ror

(4)

C222c,.

:

-
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be compensated as well. Functional scheme is shown in

fig.
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F:

ka, having parameter k, switched periodically from +l to -l and back.

For this idea realization, multivibrator was chosen as a
generator. Commutator provides periodical switching of /r
from k : + I to fr - - I and back. Periods of oscillations 7o
and Tn are measured by

surface

of

frequency
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capacitances was about
about 100 kHz.
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